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Title  LPO Operations Assistant 

Location Manhattan, KS  

Schedule Full-time 

 

Position Summary 

LPO Operations Assistants act as a support and back up primarily to the closer, post closer, and funder. Performs 

various support duties pertinent to meeting the needs of our customers and lead positions.  

 

Key Duties & Responsibilities 

 Receive, review, and ship final Deeds/Mortgages and title policies. Load to Encompass and update system to 

show receipt. Ship original documents to investors weekly. 

 Receive and ship final notes to investors. 

 Assist with post-closing functions: receive closing packages, load to Encompass, and deliver to investor sites 

for purchase. 

 Assist funding department with preparing Encompass for wire, upload necessary docs, IF3 report to upload 

to Fiserv, create wire, review funding conditions, and complete information in Encompass.  

 Assist with closing functions on overflow basis: send instructions to title, review and balance CD, QA 

checklist, notify funding department of wire needed, and send final docs to title for signature. 

 Review insurance weekly to make sure no cancellations or bills are due and forward any to other necessary 

parties.  

 Receive payments and forward or deposit as necessary. 

 Refund requests: review, research, and process accordingly. 

 UCD registration and transfer.  

 Assist with insuring for VA/FHA.  

 Balancing of department general ledger and related accounts. 

 Assist with weekly, monthly, quarterly reports as required. 

 Maintain the highest level of confidentiality with all information obtained. 

 Perform as a team member in allocating and coordinating the work flow. 

 Comply with all department and company policies, procedures, and regulations. 

 Use of the loan software Encompass to process loans and run reports.  

 Use Fiserv for balancing, researching, and creating new information, uploading IF3 files, and running manual 

TMS. 

 Verify items for, and build, 1098 addenda’s for year-end reporting. 

 

 

If you want the opportunity to work in a professional environment with a team of dedicated bankers and a competitive 

compensation package, please send your cover letter, resume, and application to the HR Department at 

hr@cfnb.bank. Our application and full job description are available online at https://www.cfnb.bank/find-a-job.cfm.  

 

 

Education & Experience 

High school diploma or GED equivalent required. 

Previous loan experience preferred.   

Our people make the difference, 

and we put relationships first. 


